PACKING DIMENSIONS
DIAMETER: 750mm
STANDARD TOTAL HEIGHT: 2300mm
STANDARD TOTAL WEIGHT: 81kg's

TOTAL HEIGHT MAY VARY WITH INSTALLATION
SITE SOIL CONDITIONS AND
ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS.

LONGITUDINAL STEEL REINFORCING BAR
SIZE AND LIGATURE SIZE WILL BE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH ENGINEERING
REQUIREMENTS.

STANDARDS
ALL PRODUCTS TO CONFORM TO THE FOLLOWING AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
* AS 3678:1980 Structural steel – hot rolled plates, floor plates and deck grade 250 up to 3mm and Grade 300 up to 6mm.
* AS 4030:1990 Hot dipped galvanized (Zn) coating on fabricated structural steel.
* AS/NZS 4675:2003 Structural design requirements for utility service poles.
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33MM CAGED RAGBOLT ASSEMBLY
FULLY WELDED AND ASSEMBLED
890618
CR33/4/538

JOB NO. | DATE | DESIGN | DRAWN | CHECKED | APPROVED | R.G. | LAST REVISED | SCALE | REVISION |
------- | ---- | ------ | ----- | ------- | -------- | ---- | ------------ | ----- | -------- |
33MM CAGED RAGBOLT ASSEMBLY FULLY WELDED AND ASSEMBLED 890618 CR33/4/538 | | | | | | | | | |
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